V8 Conversion/ Engine

V8 Conversion Information

If you have a tired 289 or 302 or need more horsepower and torque, the 351 Windsor is the way to go. You may get better mileage
with a Windsor than a stock 289/302 due to more torque and lower RPM. A 351 Cleveland doesn’t have enough low range torque for
four wheeling. Clevelands require very expensive custom radiator, headers and exhaust. Hard to ﬁnd 100+ octane gas is also necessary.
So, unless you intend to drag race at 5,000 to 8,500 rpm, a Windsor will out perform, out pull, out climb, and get better mileage than a
Cleveland.
A 69-70 2V or 4V Windsor is best, a 4V having 10.5:1 compression or a 2V, 9.5:1. Before you swap, see if the 351 has a 3 bolt harmonic
balancer. If it has a 4 bolt, you’ll need a 3 bolt harmonic balancer for a 69 Windsor. If you can’t ﬁnd a 3 bolt, you can use a 302, 3 bolt
balancer by re-marking the timing marks. Reuse your 302 water pump, pulleys, belts, etc. using the power steering (#3160) & alternator
(#3161) adapter brackets.
The 351W rear main is larger, so the stock 302 pan won’t work. An Oil Pan Kit, #3103, is needed to clear the front differential. Most
Windsors have the sump in front which is bad for four wheeling. Your engine could run out of oil as you’re climbing a hill! Our pan has a
rear sump. Even with this pan, to avoid damage, your Bronco must be lifted 2- 3 1/2”.
To complete the conversion, our Headers are designed to take into consideration the extra 1 1/2” height of the heads. They don’t rub
the ﬁrewall and if you need to remove the starter, you can leave our headers in place.
CAUTION: Don’t try to use your 6cyl transmission with a V8. It’s not strong enough to handle the power and is too short along
with other issues.

SWAPPING A 6 CYL FOR A 302/5.0L or 351W: You’ll need:
#3100 or #3102 Headers
#3103 Oil Pan (351W) or #3642 Oil Pan (302)
#3110 or #3112 Aluminum Radiator
#3108 Fan Shroud
#3107 Lower Radiator “L” Brackets
#3114 Rubber Engine Mounts
#3115 Motor Mount Brackets
#3160 and #3161 Power Steering & Alternator Adapters
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Donald Dickerson’s 408 Stroker, Balanced & Blueprinted,
Eagle crank, Mahle pistons, Comp Cams Custom grind Solid
Roller .577 Lift intake & exhaust, Howell Fuel Injection,
Custom Aluminum Heads, Scorpion Roller Rockers, MSD
Billet Distributor, Flow-kooler water pump, Ford Motorsport
plug wires & polished parts, #3110 Duff Aluminum Radiator,
#3130 Electric Fan, #3160 #3161 Adapter Brackets 424HP/
484TQ Special Thanks to: Dean’s Automotive Machine Shop

Motor Mounts

6 cyl. mounts must be torched off and
these (#3115) V8 brackets installed in a
new location (diagram and instructions
included). New rubber V8 mounts
(#3114) with safety pins are
needed to prevent radiator damage
from engine movement. Also, for replacement of worn out stock mounts
for 239, 302 or 351W.
#3114 V8 Rubber Engine Mounts $45
#3115 Motor Mount Brackets $79

Power
Steering,
Alternator
Adapters

Order/ Tech Line
m-f 10-6
865-938-6696

These brackets attach the 302 alternator and power steering
pump to the 351W heads. They retain stock 302 mounts and
use the same belts and pulleys.
#3160 Power Steering Adapter $16.50
#3161 Alternator Adapter $16.50

V8 Oil Pans

These pans are necessary to clear the differential when converting
to a 289/302 or 351W. Kits include new 5qt. rear sump pan, pickup
tube & screen, dipstick & tube, and main bearing bolt. Shown in
blue but come black. Require mods for taller-than-stock oil pumps.
#3103A 351W Oil Pan Kit $219
#3642A 289/302/5.0L Oil Pan Kit $199

Premium Oil Pan Gaskets
These great reusable silicone gaskets require
no adhesive which= no mess! They have
a steel framework to hold their shape
and come with great little keepers that
hold it to the block while you get the
pan into place. PermaDryPlus by Fel-Pro.
#3097 302/5.0L $46.95
#3098 351W/5.8L $39.95

Hi Ho Silver’s Edelbrock/Mustang Fuel Injected 351W. Special
Thanks to Eric Ford. Dual Batteries, #3227 Power Steering, Ram
Assist & #3127 Power Steering Cooler, #3110 Aluminum Radiator
& #3130 Electric Fan, #3108 Fan Shroud, #3111 Drop Brackets,
Custom Stainless Interior Front Clip, #4950 Hood Struts.

Lokar Flexible
Engine Dipsticks

Known for their quality in the street rod
industry for years, our new ‘neighbors’
in Knoxville make these great ﬂexible
dipsticks. The slim design machined aluminum handle allows for
mounting inside the tight tolerances created by headers. Feature
EZ read stainless stick and O-rings for a tight seal.
#2366 289/302 (Timing cover) $69.95
#2367 351W/5.8L (Screw in Pan) $69.95
#2368 5.0 1986-95 (Block) $69.95

V8 Conversion & Engine

#3103

Looking for other
Lokar Products not
listed? Just call us!

Lokar Flexible
Transmission
Dipsticks

Don’t check your tranny
ﬂuid as often as you should
because its a real pain?
Add one of these high quality Lokar Transmission dipsticks and mount it in a easy to
reach spot with its 24” long ﬂexible dipstick.
We’ve seen these mounted anywhere from the
ﬁrewall on a clean rig to inside the passenger compartment on a wild buggy. Feature a
Flexible Braided Stainless Outer Housing with
an EZ read Teﬂon Inner Rod with stamped
level markings. The slim design machined
aluminum handle combined with the ﬂexible
steel allows real “ﬂexibility” when it comes to
mounting! Verify whether you have a stock style “push in” style
trannies that seal with O-rings or aftermarket “Screw-in” style.
Dipstick funnel adapter included.
#2362 C4 Push In $89.95
#2363 AOD Push In $89.95
#2369 C4 Screw in Pan $89.95
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Duffy’s 289, 302 & 351W Headers

A design that has stood the test of time. Our headers are one piece
construction (not sleeved) with equal length tubes for maximum horsepower and torque. Designed so the starter can be removed with the
headers in place and to clear the steering and clutch linkage. Made of
16 gauge 1 1/2” diameter tubing for smooth ﬂow into the 2 1/2” collectors, they follow the same route as the stock exhaust system. Utilizes
a 3/8” thick ﬂange for strength and to prevent gasket blow out. They
ﬁt 289, 302/5.0 and 351W/5.8 conversions. Will not work with GT-40P
(heads with straight exit plugs). Compatible with C4 and AOD automatics and manual transmissions. C6 transmissions will require modiﬁcation. Updated in late 2001 to clear our #5350 Radius Arms. Come with
hardware, gaskets and instructions. Require 2” lift or slight modiﬁcation
to ﬁt with our #5350 Radius Arms. Not California Smog Legal.
#3100 Black Painted Headers*+ $229
#3102 Ceramic Coated Headers* $399

Ceramic Coated Headers

Our classic headers with a complete inside and out coating that
resists temperatures up to 1600° F, is incredibly rust, chip and
abrasion resistant, lowers under hood temperature and has an
aluminum look that does not blue.
#3102 Ceramic Coated Headers* $399

Order/ Tech
m-f 10-6
865-938-6696

*Please refer to liability disclaimer and
warranty information on inside back cover.

Stage 8 Bolts, Premium Header
&Collector Gaskets

Loose bolts=blown gaskets. Ordinary Header bolts can be a real
pain to keep tight due to the expansion and contraction that
headers go through. No one likes getting in there and busting
their knuckles if they don’t have to. We swear by these (not
at them)! They use a patented locking system that won’t come
loose. Double hex head with recessed 3/16” Allen head. With
Stage 8’s and these premium gaskets you won’t be crawling
under there to replace gaskets any time soon!
#3080 Stage 8 Header Bolts, V8 $59.95
#3081 Stage 8 Collector Bolts $29.95
#3050 Prem. Header Gasket, V8 $29.95
#3055 Prem. Collector Gasket $19.95
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+Note: Black paint is solely for rust prevention during
storage and shipment. It will burn off after installation.

Matt
Rocks
Katemcy Rocks
at Katemcy
LEBC at
the LEBC
of the
TX of
Plano TX
Chapman, Plano
Matt Chapman,
lonestar-ebc.com
katemcyrocks.com
lonestar-ebc.com katemcyrocks.com
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Dual Exhaust Kits

This kit can be used with our headers or stock manifolds. It comes with Aluminized 14 gauge
2 1/4” diameter pipes and two, high quality, 15” Cherry Bomb Turbo Mufﬂers. They offer less
restriction and longer use than glasspacks as well as better performance and a nice resonant
sound. Welding is required to connect head pipes to reducers or stock manifolds (fabrication
of intermediate pipe will be necessary). Exhaust pipes exit just behind both rear wheels.
Will not ﬁt 76-77s equipped with catalytic convertors.
Like a deeper, more aggressive tone for your exhaust? Get that signature sound with 40
Series Flowmaster mufﬂers combined with the same components of our standard kit.
#3090 Dual Exhaust, 66-75 Bronco $299
#3090-FLOW Dual Exhaust Kit with Flowmaster Mufﬂers $369

K&N Air Filter

Whether you run in the ﬁne silt of the desert or
through the deep mud, high performance air ﬁlters
work great! Includes a 14” chrome top, a 3” element
and a 1 1/4” drop base to give a low proﬁle. Fits most
popular 4 barrel carbs. 2 3/4” minimum clearance
needed above the carb. Fits 351W with hood scoop,
289 and 302 without.
#3036A Chrome Assembly & K&N Air Filter $110
#3037 Filter Oil & Cleaning Kit $15

Aluminum
Bronco Valve Covers

These Classic valve covers ﬁt all small block
Ford 289, 302, 351W. Pressure die cast from high
quality 383-3 aluminum. Include plug wire brackets,
PVC grommet and plated oil ﬁller tube to help prevent
corrosion. Improved oil bafﬂe design for most high lift
rockers. Not compatible with EFI or roller rockers.
#3365 Black Wrinkle $159.50

Think
it
might
be time for
exhaust? Well,
that and some
wire cleanup...

Premium
Reusable Silicone
Valve Cover Gaskets

You may never have to replace your gaskets again!
These reusable heat resistant silicone gaskets are quick and
easy to install without adhesive. No mess to scrape up and they
last up to 5 times longer than cork/rubber. Metal torque limiters prevent overtightening. Center steel reinforcement provides
shape, making them easy to install.
#3367 289/302/ 351W $43.50
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Engine Cooling

Radiator Brackets

#3107
We now offer several different styles of radiator
brackets. Though we have discontinued our 4core copper/brass radiator, there are still plenty
of you looking for the wider brackets. At 3
1/4” deep, the #3105 Zinc Plated Radiator
brackets with blue urethane insulators are
needed for installing a some radiators. (Will
not ﬁt stock or 3-core radiators) We carry stain#3105
less steel radiator brackets for those with stock
depth radiators. Polished stainless kits include high quality black
rubber insulators. 3 core brackets measure 2.75”, 4 core 3.25”.
#3105 4core Zinc Bracket Kit $44.95
#3124-3 3core Stainless Bracket Kit $44.95
#3124-4 4core Stainless Bracket Kit $44.95

Lower
Radiator Brackets

These brackets are needed when going from a
6 to a V8, or if your stock ones are rusted. “L”
brackets work with stock or 4-core radiators
& must be welded on. Shown with #3105 kit
also needed to install a 4-core. #3111 set are
extended 2” for body lifted vehicles.
#3107 Lower Radiator Brackets $34.95 pr.
#3111 Extended Lower Brackets $49.75 pr.

#3111

Fiberglass Fan
Shroud

Electric Fan Kit
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Needs some extra cooling power? Heres
the solution. This kit includes a Flex-a-lite
16” Pusher fan and all the hardware necessary for installation without mounting
through your radiator, which can cause
serious radiator damage. The temperature
sensor and a manual switch are sold separately so you can choose which you prefer.
The fan has a rating of 1450CFM and
draws 10 amps. It can also be mounted as
a puller fan if you prefer. Fan measures 3
3/8” deep. You’ll need 1.5” between your
radiator and core support.
#3130 Electric Fan, 16” pusher $140
#3132 Illuminated Switch $19.50
#3133 Temperature Sensor $44.50

Many overlook this vital part of the cooling
system. Shrouds improve the air ﬂow and
efﬁciency of the cooling system by directing air
ﬂow through the radiator instead of around it.
Nevermind, protecting your ﬁngers from ﬂying fan blades! Fit stock or 4-core radiators with
289, 302 or 351W. Requires some modiﬁcation to work with our Aluminum
Radiators. Black gelcoat ﬁberglass looks like stock but is far more durable.
Does not heat up like metal.
#3108 Fiberglass Fan Shroud $89.95

Rob Smithson’s Ford SVO 392
Stroker powered Hobby Horse.
Edelbrock Pro-Flo MPFI, #3112
Radiator, #3113 Radiator Cap,
#3130 Electric Fan, #3102
Ceramic Headers, #3036 K&N
Filter, Hydrotech Hydroboost,
Explorer Serpentine, Vintage
Air Air Conditioning, ARB
Compressor, AOD, Dana 20
with Terra Lows & 4.56’s

Our design offers increased coolant capacity to meet the demands of even the toughest cooling
problems. This no-epoxy, fully Tig welded tank is made of .080 thick material with furnace
brazed cores pressure tested to insure a leak free radiator. Two cores and 1” wide tubes to
maximize heat transfer. 14 ﬁns per inch for efﬁcient air ﬂow. Inlet and outlet ports are
located to maximize ﬂow capacity. Petcock drain is on the passenger side for easier access.
Features a stacked style tranny cooler with 1/4” NPT ports. This means
it will help your automatic run cooler too! Lighter weight and offers
RACE
35% more cooling capacity than a stock 3 core! Comes with silver
TESTED
zinc plated mounts with urethane bushings for strength and vibration
reduction. 3” overall depth. One year warranty against defects.
#3110 V8 Aluminum Radiator $465

rock

proven
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Aluminum Radiator

5.0 Conversion Aluminum Radiator

Billet Aluminum
Radiator Cap

Give your new aluminum radiator a ﬁnishing
touch with
this 16 lb. cap siliconed inside a ﬁnished billet cover. This
allows you to replace the pressure cap if necessary.
#3113 Billet Cap $29.95

Duff Ruff Sheila
Smithson trying to
keep cool on the
EBR’s Rodriguez
Canyon trailride,
California

V8 & 5.0 EFI Radiator Hoses,
Thermostat Housing
& Water Pump Bypass Hoses

Eliminate your plumbing and overheating problems with a 5.0 or 5.8
with our conversion radiator. The inlet/outlet in the correct positions
for the reverse rotation output water pump. No more expensive custom
hoses or creative
solutions. Two core
no-epoxy, fully Tig
welded tank with
furnace brazed cores
of .080 thick material
has easy access petcock
drain on the passenger
side & a stacked style
auto tranny cooler with
1/4” NPT ports. Offers
35% more cooling capacity than a stock 3 core!
Includes silver zinc plated
mounts and urethane
bushings for vibration reduction. 3” overall depth. One year
warranty against defects.
#3112 $480

Stock style replacements for V8 and 5.0EFI motors. Fit stock, our Aluminum or
Hi-Efﬁciency radiators. Lower hose is for stock (passenger side) outlet. The small
hose with 90° bend molded in that goes from the thermostat housing to the
water pump. A good thing to replace at the same time as your radiator.
#3116 Lower Radiator Hose, 5.0EFI (3112 Radiator) $20
#3117 Upper Radiator Hose, V8 (3110 Radiator) $20
#3118 Lower Radiator Hose, V8 (3110 Radiator) $20
#3119 Water Pump Bypass Hose $12
#3120 Upper Hose, 5.0EFI (3112) (use with 90° housing) $20
#3121 90° Thermostat Housing $29.95

#3120
#3119
#3121
#3117
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Fuel System

Stock Replacement Gas Tanks,
Sending Units & Straps

Puncture resistant replacement polyethylene tanks with same capacities
as stock. Sending units work with these or factory tanks, include seals.
#4413 Gas Tank, Front Auxiliary, 66-70 $174.75
#4414 Gas Tank, Front Auxiliary, 71-E77 $174.75
#4415 Gas Tank, Rear Main, 66-70 $174.75
#4416 Gas Tank, Rear Main, 71-76 $174.75
#4417 Aux Tank Straps, 66-76 $38.50 pr.
#4418 Main Tank Strap w/J-Bolt, 66-76 $19
#4411 Sending Unit, Main/Aux Tank, 66-77* $55 *Will work on ‘77 Main
#4420 O-Ring Seal $3

Gas Filler Hoses

These 1’ long sections of ﬁller hose will
replace your rotted or leaking originals.
Available for both main and auxiliary.
Long enough for body lifted rigs, cut
to length needed. Replace your old
one when swapping in a new tank, its
cheap insurance!
#4407 2” ID Filler Hose, Aux. Tank $24.95
#4408 1 3/4” ID Filler Hose, Main $19.50

Gas Caps

‘77
#4421
$12.50

‘71-’76
#4422
$12.50

‘66-’70
#4423
$12.50

Electric Gas Tank Switch

Tired of switching the gas tank valve and the
gauge separately? This unit does both the gauge
and the tank together. You’ll never run out of
gas with a full gauge again! You can hook this
up to the toggle on the dash and eliminate the
mechanical valve under the driver’s seat. Some
electrical wiring necessary but not included.
#4406 Electric Gas Tank Switch $49.95

Increased Capacity Metal Gas Tanks
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Made of 16 gauge electro-galvanized steel for strength and rust protection
these increased capacity tanks come complete with sending unit
and mounting hardware. All have outlets for emission controls
and return line ﬁttings for fuel injection conversions. Main
tank capacity is increased to 23 gallons and auxiliary tank is
increased to 12 gallons. Available for stock height or 2” body
lift. EFI tanks have provisions for an in-tank fuel pump (not
included). Replacement sending units available separately.
#4401 Main 23 gal. Metal Tank $499
#4402 Auxiliary 12 gal. Metal Tank $499
#4403 Main 23 gal. 2” body lift $535
#4404 EFI Tank, in-tank pump, 2” body lift $625
#4405 EFI Tank, in-tank pump, no body lift $625

‘71-’76
#4422L
$24.50

‘77
#4421L
$24.50

‘66-70
#4423L
$24.50

GAS TANK SWITCH
#4461 Tank Switch 66-77 $22.50
#4462 Tank Bezel 68-72 $15
#4463 Bezel Nut 68-77 $7.50

